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Alzheimer’s Disease and Personality Problems
Changes in behavior and personality in the Alzheimer’s patient can be one of the most distressing aspects of the disease for
friends, family and care givers.

A patient can suddenly start exhibiting the exact opposite behavior and personality as they have shown throughout their
lives.

In addition, previously hidden or controlled personality traits such as spiteful behavior, a tendency to anxiety, nervousness
or aggression (both verbal and physical) can surface mainly in the later stages.

While many Alzheimer sufferers can remain unchanged apart from the memory loss and orientation problems, others can
have varying mood swings which can fluctuate from being ecstatically happy to very sad.

Personal hygiene can become a major issue with Alzheimer disease sufferers and their care givers, as washing and bathing is
often forgotten or becomes very infrequent.

This may be especially surprising and upsetting when combined with a personality change where a patient who previously
was very fastidious with their hygiene becomes very lax.

This can be very distressing for their friends and relatives, as clothing can be stained with urine or faeces leading to body
odors.

Lewd public behavior such as undressing in public and flashing or fondling of genitals can also become a difficult problem
for care givers to deal with if it is not carefully monitored.

The biggest challenge that these problems pose to care givers, friends and relatives is to remember that it is the disease
that is causing this behavior and the most important thing is to maintain the patient’s dignity at all times.

Dignity is a very precious commodity to own when suffering from Alzheimer’s disease, as this is often all they have left.

About the Author

Discover the information you need to know about Alzheimer’s and all forms of dementia. The risks, potential causes,
available treatments, daily activities, and more at
www.Answers4Alzheimers.com

Mood Enhancement Collection for Behavior Modification
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$44.00

The Behavior Modification Collection contains four (4) audio CDs:
Its Bath Night – to encourage bathing and hygiene
Eat, Drink and Be Merry – to encourage eating and drinking
Home Sweet Home – to promote feelings of safety and security
Goodnight Sweetheart – to promote calm and rest

Each of the Behavior Modification CDs contain a flowing backdrop of familiar and comforting music
inlaid with verba…

Managing and Understanding Behavior Problems in Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Vol 3
ABC’s: An Introduction

…

Managing and Understanding Behavior Problems in Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Vol 9
Managing Difficult Behaviors: Depression

…

Managing and Understanding Behavior Problems in Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders
Volume 10 Caregiver Issues

…

BRINGING NURTURING TO MEMORY CARE

$130.00
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Cindy Keith, RN, BS, is a Certified Dementia Practitioner and an experienced dementia educator. Her
business, M.I.N.D. in Memory Care was created to help educate families and facilities who care for
people with all types of dementia, including Alzheimer’s. This staff training video was produced after
feedback from facility directors and administrators attending Cindy’s dementia seminars indicate…

The Family Guide To Alzheimer’s Disease Vol 2: Behavior Issues

$24.95

…

The Family Guide to Alzheimers Disease: Volume 2- Behavior Issues

$23.43

“The Family Guide to Alzheimer’s Disease” is an indispensable resource offering encouragement and
instruction to those affected by Alzheimer’s Disease. For many families, Alzheimer’s means a gradually
diminishing quality of life both for the sufferer and caregivers. All too often, the disease has led to
isolation&#151;and even a certain social stigma. It can impose psychological and emotional bu…
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